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Mata hitotsu hoshi ga tsuita
futte kisou na manten no sora
Omoide no natsu
sekai wa marude bokura no mono to omotta
Again, a star catches on fire
The entire sky seems to be falling donw
The summer of memories... 
we thought the world was ours

Shooting star dust
Nagare ochita ano hoshi no kakera ni
(Wish on a star)
Inoru negai wa ima demo mada mune no oku ni
Shooting star dust
We made a wish on the shooting star dust (wish on a
star)
which we'll keep in our hearts forever

Demo hito wa otona ni naru
dare ni mo sakerarenai wakare ga kuru
Arukidashitara utsumukanai no
Kawaranai kokoro shinjite
But people become adults
and a breakup that can't be avoided by anyone will
come
When you begin to walk, don't look down
Believe in an unchanging heart

Falling tear drops
Afuredashita kono hoho no namida wa
(Don't say goodbye)
Tabidatte yuku bokura dake ga motsu houseki
Falling tear drops
The tears that overflowed on our cheeks
go on a journey (don't say goodbye)
it's a jewel that only we hold

Shooting star dust
Nagare ochita ano hoshi no kakera ni
(Wish on a star)
Inotta kotoba mune no oku ni
Shooting star dust
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I'll keep the wish that we made on the shooting star
dust
in my heart

Falling tear drops
Afuredashita kono hoho no namida wa
(Don't say goodbye)
Mabushiku hikaru bokura dake no houseki dakara
Falling tear drops
The tears that overflowed on our cheeks (don't say
goodbye)
shine brilliantly because it's a jewel just for us
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